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Composition Studio Recital

Music of Ithaca College Composition Students

Hockett Family Recital Hall
Monday, November 12th, 2018
7:00 pm
**Program**

Karenoji Ni

SATB choir and taiko drum
Jake O'Connor, conductor

los mekaar Zusammen Trennen
Malachi Brown & Grace Dashnaw
Senior & Sophomore

Malachi Brown and Grace Dashnaw, cellos
Emma Scheneman, timekeeper

Four Phases for String Quartet
Ian Soderberg
Senior

I. Novilunium
Miranda Crosley and Marybeth MacKay, violins
Taylor Payne, viola
Malachi Brown, cello

Improvisation
Jake O'Connor
Senior

Griffin Charyn, bass clarinet
Jake O'Connor, piano

Abalutte Trio
Emily Ramonetti
Sophomore

Kevin Buff, flute
Elizabeth Carroll, cello
Emily Ramonetti, piano

Life of the Party
Grace Dashnaw
Sophomore

I. Broken Waltz with a Brief Romantic Interlude
II. Twilight
III. Sunrise

Caleb Bates, piano

Dust
Edward Crowley
Sophomore

Edward Crowley, tenor saxophone
Alexei Aceto, piano
Collaboration is becoming a rarity in these tough years. “Music is meant to bring people together,” as is the common saying. However, more and more composers tend to seek no collaboration efforts with fellow composers who can offer new ideas to take and use. In other work settings, collaboration is often used for the success of all parties involved, like the peace corps for example. So why do composers often choose to work independently? This work is meant to be a symbol of collaboration deficits between composers, therefore resulting in tonal and rhythmic dissonance between the two voices. The listener will occasionally receive a taste of collaborative effects, represented by a more traditional duet. This represents the gratifying moment when collaboration efforts join for a worthy cause, creating a unifying effect on the world. This piece is split into four sections; Cornered, Stubborn, Anxious and Osmosis. As the listener will see, unification through collaboration survives the piece. Please enjoy, and feel free to reflect on this during the performance.
Upcoming Composition Department Events

Ithaca College Symphony Orchestra and Student Composers
Fanfare Project
Fanfare by Malachi Brown
Thursday, November 15, 2018
Ford Hall, 8:15 pm

Jonah Bobo Senior Recital
Saturday, December 1, 2018
Hockett Recital Hall, 4:00 pm

Ithaca College Orchestras and Student Composers Fanfare Project
Fanfare by Ian Soderberg
Tuesday, December 11, 2018
Ford Hall, 8:15 pm